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This full-featured, customizable wireless security system 
connects in a fraction of the time of hardwired systems.  
There is no complicated cabling or wiring.  After plugging 
in the main unit, the wireless sensors are mounted in the 
zones that you want to protect.  You then program the 
system.

When an alarm signal is detected from one of the sensors, 
the system sounds an 85 decibel siren.  It can also be 
programmed to call any phone number you choose and play 
a recorded message.

The system consists of a control panel, keypad, graphic 
LCD screen with clock, siren, speaker, and microphone all 
in the console shown here.  The system will hold eight 
different user codes and can be used as a message center to 
record or listen to messages.

For added convenience, this system can operate up to seven 
groups of X-10 controlled lights or appliances.
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Features:

Easy set-up, a voice prompts you 
step-by-step

No complicated wiring to install

A loud siren and flashing lights alert 
occupants and deters intruders

System calls you when an alarm 
signal is detected

Optional monitoring personnel can 
dispatch police or the fire 
department should a fire be detected 
even if no one is home
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Price varies by options, call for details.

The controller is a stand-alone home automation interface for controlling lights, appliances, 
heating/air conditioning systems and alarm systems.  It includes on-board processing so timers 
and macros can be downloaded without the need to leave the computer running.

Controller & Manager software ......... $94.98

Features:

Includes internal memory and clock for PC 
free operation

Easy and trouble-free USB connection

Stores over 1,000 commands in 32KB of 
memory

Feed-through outlet won’t block you from 
plugging in other devices

Compatible with Smarthome manager and 
third-party programs

Schedules can be set up directly on your PC
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